Altered Patterns of Sucrose Synthase Phosphorylation and Localization Precede Callose Induction and Root Tip Death in Anoxic Maize Seedlings
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Root extracts made from maize (Zea mays) seedlings submerged for 2 h showed an increased $^{32}$P-labeling of a 90-kD polypeptide in a Ca$^{2+}$-dependent manner. This protein was identified as sucrose synthase (SS) by immunoprecipitation and mutant analysis. Metabolic labeling with $^{32}$P, indicated that the aerobic levels of SS phosphorylation were maintained up to 2 h of anoxia. In contrast, during prolonged anoxia the protein was under-phosphorylated, and by 48 h most of the protein existed in the unphosphorylated form. In seedlings submerged for 2 h or longer, a part of SS became associated with the microsomal fraction and this membrane localization of SS was confined only to the root tip. This redistribution of SS in the root tip preceded callose induction, an indicator of cell death. The sh1 mutants showed sustained SS phosphorylation and lacked the anoxia-induced relocation of SS, indicating that it was the SH1 form of the enzyme that was redistributed during anoxia. The sh1 mutants also showed less callose deposition and greater tolerance to prolonged anoxia than their non-mutant siblings. EGTA accentuated anoxic effects on membrane localization of SS and callose accumulation, whereas Ca$^{2+}$ addition reversed the EGTA effects. These results indicate that the membrane localization of SS is an important early event in the anoxic root tip, probably associated with the differential anoxic tolerance of the two SS mutants. We propose that beside the transcriptional control of genes encoding SS, the reversible phosphorylation of SS provides a potent regulatory mechanism of sugar metabolism in response to developmental and environmental signals.

We reported earlier that a rise in the cytosolic calcium ([Ca$^{2+}$]) transduces the oxygen deprivation stimulus in maize (Zea mays; Subbaiah et al., 1994a, 1994b). Our interest is to unravel the pathways that translate the ionic signal into cellular and whole plant responses. One common mechanism that cells use to rapidly decipher and/or amplify the [Ca$^{2+}$], changes is reversible protein phosphorylation. Changes in protein phosphorylation have been implicated in the transduction of many environmental signals in plants (for review, see Stone and Walker, 1995). Addition or removal of phosphate can lead to changes in the activation status, catalytic activity, or cellular localization of effector proteins (e.g. Kim et al., 1994; Huber and Huber, 1996). These changes, in turn, can lead to transient alterations in gene expression and metabolism or even long-lasting modifications in the plant form and function (e.g. Ferreira et al., 1993; Maurel et al., 1995; Stone et al., 1998; Fankhauser et al., 1999). In this report we show that an anaerobically induced polypeptide, Suc synthase1 (e.g. Springer et al., 1986; Suc synthase, SUS: EC 2.4.1.13; abbreviated as SS in this report), is post-translationally regulated by phosphorylation, and this regulation is among the early responses that culminate in the death of primary root tip in anoxic maize seedlings (Subbaiah et al., 2000). SS is encoded by two genes in maize, sh1 (encoding SH1) and sus1 (encoding SUS1) and is a homo/heterotetramer of the 90-kD gene products in maize (Hannah et al., 1994). This enzyme is unique in its ability to mobilize Suc into diverse pathways that are critical in structural (e.g. cellulose or callose biosynthesis), storage (starch synthesis), and metabolic (e.g. glycolysis) functions of plant cells (e.g. Ruan et al., 1997). The essentiality of SS for anoxic tolerance has recently been demonstrated in maize, using double mutants in the enzyme (Ricard et al., 1998), although no extensive analysis has been done on the anoxia tolerance of single mutants. Ca$^{2+}$-dependent phosphorylation of SS and its potential implications have been studied earlier (Huber et al., 1996 and refs. therein; Winter et al., 1997, 1998). Here we show that prolonged anoxia induces dephosphorylation of SS, as well as its association with the microsomal fraction. We further show that this redistribution of the enzyme occurs only in the root tip and is associated
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with the extensive induction of callose, a marker of cell death caused by biotic and abiotic stresses in plants (e.g. Wissemeier et al., 1987; Chen and Howlett, 1996). Furthermore, our genetic analysis suggests that this response is isoform-specific and correlated with the superior anoxia tolerance of $sh1$ mutants to that of the non-mutant or $sus1$ mutant.

RESULTS

SS Is a Prominent Phosphoprotein in Anoxic Maize Roots

We used detergent-solubilized maize root extracts to study changes in Ca$^{2+}$-mediated endogenous protein phosphorylation induced by a 2-h submersion. Though most proteins were phospholabeled equally in the aerobic and anoxic extracts, a polypeptide in the 90 kD region was labeled more intensely in the anoxic sample than in the aerobic root extract (Fig. 1A). The labeling of the polypeptide was sensitive to Ca$^{2+}$ in the assay buffer (Fig. 1B). The band comigrated with a protein recognized by anti-SS in one- and two-dimensional gels, indicating that it could be SS (data not shown). This was confirmed by the precipitation of a protein by anti-SS antisera with similar molecular size and phosphorylation properties (Fig. 1B, bottom). Furthermore, the 90-kD polypeptide was not labeled in mutants that lack both forms of SS (Fig. 1C, lane DM). Phosphoamino acid analysis indicated that in vitro-labeled 90-kD protein and immunoprecipitated SS were phosphorylated on a Ser residue (data not shown). Huber et al. (1996) also reported that in $^{32}$P-fed maize seedling shoots, SS was labeled on a Ser residue at the N terminus.

To confirm the above observations, we carried out $^{32}$P labeling of seedlings and immunoprecipitation of SS from root tissue. Anoxia up to 2 h maintained or mildly increased the labeling of the enzyme in comparison with the aerobic seedlings (Fig. 1D). The increase occurred in the soluble (30% by 2 h) and membrane fractions (quantitative comparisons are not made, since no protein was detectable in the 2 h lane), relative to Coomassie staining.

SS Phosphorylation Is Altered during Prolonged Anoxia in an Isoform-Specific Manner

We asked whether prolongation of anoxia leads to a heavier labeling of SS in maize roots. On the contrary, incubation of seedlings even for 4 h under anoxia led to a decreased labeling of SS in the soluble fraction (Fig. 2A) and no labeling in the membrane fraction (data not shown), although $^{32}$P uptake did not appreciably decrease under anoxia (data not shown). Of the two genes that encode SS in maize, only $sh1$ is known to be transcriptionally and translationally induced under anoxia (e.g. McCarty et al., 1986; Springer et al., 1986; Zeng et al., 1998). We examined whether the differential regulation of SS genes under anoxia also extends to the post-translational regulation of the gene products. By making use of $sh1$ and $sus1$ mutants (lacking SH1 and SUS1, respectively) we dissected the phosphorylation rates of SS isoforms in anoxic maize roots. The $sh1$ mutant had very low amounts of immunoprecipitable SS in aerobic and 4-h anoxic primary roots and showed no appreciable difference in SS
phospholabeling (data not shown). However, analysis with sus1 mutant indicated that anoxia caused a 75% reduction in the phosphorylation of SH1, compared to a 49% decrease in the phospholabeling of total SS (Fig. 2A).

Under our submergence conditions (in the presence of antibiotics and transitory hypoxia), root tips in intact maize seedlings survive up to 48 h of anoxia (Subbaiah et al., 2000). Our preliminary protein blotting experiments also indicated that the amount of SS continued to increase in the root tissue for at least up to 48 h of anoxia. Therefore, we analyzed the effect of prolonged anoxia on SS phosphorylation in non-mutant and mutant seedlings. Under a 48-h anoxic treatment, 32P incorporation into total root protein was reduced to 40% to 50% of that in air. On the other hand, labeling of SS was more drastically reduced in the non-mutant, as shown in Figure 2B. An identical pattern was observed in the sus1 genotype, as well (data not shown). The 32P incorporation into SS was 35-fold less, although 20- to 23-fold more immunoprecipitable SS (or SH1) protein was recoverable under anoxia. Thus anoxia caused a 300- to 400-fold reduction in the phosphorylation of SS per protein basis. Figure 2B also shows a similar analysis with a sh1 mutant. Forty-eight hours of anoxia caused a 12.9-fold increase in the amount of SUS1 as recovered by immunoprecipitation, but the treatment also led to a 7.7-fold increase in the phospholabeling of the protein. Considering the decreased uptake of 32P, by anoxic roots, these results indicate that the phosphorylation of SUS1 was maintained to a certain extent even under prolonged anoxia.

Figure 2. Autoradiography of immunoprecipitated SS from maize seedling roots, labeled in vivo with 32P, under long-term anoxia. A, Labeling was for 4 h of anoxia after an aerobic pre-incubation of non-mutant and sus1 seedlings with 32P for 2 h. B, Labeling was carried out during the final 3 h of a 48-h anoxic treatment of non-mutant and sh1 seedlings. Air, Aerobic incubation; S, anoxia; NM, non-mutant

Anoxia Induces the Relocation of SS into the Microsomal Fraction

As shown by in vivo labeling studies, in spite of a large increase in SS (in SH1, predominantly) under anoxia, most of the protein existed as the dephosphorylated form (Fig. 2B). The major consequence of SS dephosphorylation is proposed to be its migration to the membrane (Winter et al., 1997). Furthermore, during our in vitro analysis, inclusion of Triton X-100 in the extraction buffer caused a stronger labeling of SS than without the detergent (data not shown), indicating that an additional substrate (or a protein kinase) was solubilized from the membrane. Therefore, we examined the distribution of SS in soluble and microsomal fractions of maize root extracts under continued anoxia. Since SS was shown to localize to the plasma membrane and Golgi apparatus in maize (Carlson and Chourey, 1996; Winter et al., 1997; Buckeridge et al., 1999), total microsomes were used for analysis without further fractionation. As shown in Figure 3A, there was a steady presence of SS in the soluble fraction, with an increase after 24 h of submergence. In contrast, the membrane fraction had very little SS protein until the first 12 h of submergence, but thereafter showed a substantial amount of SS associated with it (Fig. 3B). Thus a decrease in the phospholabeling of SS was followed by an increase its membrane association.

Figure 3. Immunoblot showing SS distribution in soluble and mem-brane fractions of root extracts from anoxic maize seedlings. SS was detected by western analysis as detailed in “Materials and Methods.” A and B, Distribution of SS in soluble and membrane fractions respectively. The numbers (0–48) on the top of the lanes indicate hours submerged.

The Anoxic Increase in Membrane-Localized SS Occurs Predominantly in the Root Tip and Coincides with the Kinetics of Its Dephosphorylation

Submergence of maize seedlings for 48 h or longer induces the death of the primary root tip and is preceded by the induction a Cys protease at 12 h (Subbaiah et al., 2000). We determined whether the cellular distribution of SS is also altered in the root tip prior to the initiation of cell death. Soluble and
membrane protein extracts, prepared separately from the root tip and axis, were probed with SS antisera. In seedlings submerged for 48 h, all of the anoxic increase in SS was localized to the root tip (Fig. 4A and 4B). Using immunocytochemistry, Rowland et al. (1989) also reported that the anoxia-induced increase in SS protein was restricted to the root tip in 24-h submerged maize seedlings. Our analysis further showed that this increase was greater in the membrane fraction of the root tip (Fig. 4B). The axis had very little membrane-bound SS in aerobic or submerged seedlings. Under aerobic incubation even the tip had only a barely detectable amount of SS in its microsomes (Fig. 4B).

We predicted that the membrane localization of SS in the tip would have started concomitant with its dephosphorylation. As the tip constitutes only to 15% to 20% of the primary root, this was not obvious in our whole root analysis (shown in Fig. 3B) due to a potential dilution of SS. Therefore, we determined the kinetics of SS-membrane association separately in root apices and axes of submerged seedlings. As shown in Figure 4C, the membrane localization of SS increased by as early as 2 h of submergence in the root tip, roughly coinciding with the dephosphorylation kinetics of the protein (Fig. 2A). With prolonged exposures of the blot, weak signals of SS protein were detected in the axis microsomes (Fig. 4D). The time course resembled that of the whole-root membranes (Fig. 3B) in that the amount of membrane-bound SS decreased immediately after anoxia, but was restored or mildly increased only after 24 h. These data also explain the apparent lack of correlation between the steady-state levels of sh1 mRNA and protein accumulation in anoxic maize roots as observed in some studies where only soluble proteins of whole root extracts were analyzed (e.g. McElfresh and Chourey, 1988). However, most of the SH1 induction is confined to the root tip (Fig. 4A and B; Rowland et al., 1989) and a significant component becomes membrane associated as anoxia is prolonged (Fig. 4C).

**sh1 Mutants Lack the Membrane Localization of SS**

If dephosphorylation of SS leads to its membrane localization, then the cellular distribution of the two isoforms under anoxia should parallel their differential (de)phosphorylation rates as revealed by metabolic labeling studies (Fig. 2). We addressed this question using mutants available in the SS isozymes. In Figure 5A, the distribution of SS in the membrane fraction of sh1 and sus1 mutants is compared with that in non-mutant siblings. Anoxia-induced membrane localization of SS was observed only in the
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**Figure 4.** Immunoblot analysis of SS distribution in the tip and axis regions of maize primary root. A and B, Distribution of SS in soluble and membrane fractions, respectively. Roots from aerobic and 48-h submerged seedlings were separated into tip and axis regions before protein extraction. T0 and Ax0, Tip and axis regions from aerobic seedlings; T48 and Ax48, tips and axes from 48-h submerged seedlings. C and D, Time course of SS accumulation in microsomal fractions of root tips and axes, respectively. Maize seedlings were submerged for indicated duration (in hours). Microsomes were prepared from root tips and axes separately and used for immunoblotting. T0 and Ax0 to T48 and Ax48, Tips and axes from seedlings submerged for 0 to 48 h.

**Figure 5.** Immunoblot showing the differential intracellular localization of SS in sh1 and sus1 mutants. A, Membrane distribution of SS in the root tissue of non-mutant and mutant maize seedlings. B, The distribution of SS in the root soluble fractions of mutant genotypes. Air, Aerobic; S, 48-h submerged; NM, non-mutant; sh and sus, mutants lacking SH1 and SUS1, respectively (though sus1 is known to be a leaky mutant with aberrant transcripts, no signals were detected with the monoclonal antisera used).
non-mutant or sus1 genotypes, but not in the sh1 mutant. This indicated that only the SH1 protein was redistributed in response to anoxia in maize roots. Figure 5B shows the distribution of SS in the soluble fractions of mutants. The SUS1 was substantially induced by prolonged anoxia in the sh1 mutant (Figs. 2B and 5B; Guglielminetti et al., 1996). However, it was only approximately 50% of the amount of the SH1 protein in anoxic sus1 roots, raising the possibility that low levels of SS protein (beyond the limits of detectability by chemiluminescence) could exist on membranes in the sh1 genotype. Nevertheless, its continued phosphorylation and cytosolic presence may be advantageous in maintaining the fermentative metabolism in anoxic cells (Guglielminetti et al., 1996).

Ca2+ Deprivation Alters the Dynamics of SS in Maize Roots

As the phospholabeling of SS is a Ca2+ dependent process (Fig. 1B; Huber et al., 1996), we tested whether manipulating the cytosolic Ca2+ levels would change the cellular distribution of SS under anoxia, via alterations in its phosphorylation status. Ruthenium red kills the seedlings within 2 h of anoxia (Subbaiah et al., 1994b) and could not be used in our present studies. Because Ca2+ chelators do not kill anoxic seedlings for at least 2 h (Subbaiah et al., 1994b), we used EGTA to prevent influx of extracellular Ca2+. EGTA addition to the submergence buffer decreased the amount of SS recovered in the soluble fraction of the tip or axis (Fig. 6), while allowing a large membrane relocation of the enzyme in 2 h submerged seedlings (Fig. 6). EGTA also caused a large decrease in the 32P labeling of the enzyme in aerobic and anoxic seedlings (data not shown). Ca2+ addition along with EGTA reversed the effect of the chelator (Fig. 6), as expected from the Ca2+-dependence of the cognate kinase.

Figure 6. Immunoblot analysis of SS localization in maize roots, under Ca2+ deprivation. Effect of external Ca2+ concentration on SS distribution in soluble and membrane fractions of root tips and axes under short-term anoxia. Seedlings were submerged for 2 h with different additions to the submergence buffer. Con, No addition; EGTA, 2 mM EGTA; Ca, 2 mM EGTA + 4 mM CaCl2.

Figure 7. Fluorescence detection of callose within the 15-mm tip of maize roots. A, Non-mutant seedlings were incubated aerobically (Air) or submerged for 24 (S24) or 48 h (S48), fixed, and stained in aniline blue. Bright fluorescence spots (a few indicated by arrowheads) represent callose deposits. B and C, Callose development in the root tip of sus1 and sh1 mutant maize seedlings, respectively. Subpanel designations are as in A. Right and middle, S24 is from proximal (within 0.5 cm of the root apex) and distal regions of the root tip (the region above 0.5 cm of the root apex), respectively. In these genotypes there was a clear distinction in the staining of these two zones. D, Effect of EGTA and Ca2+ supplementation on callose development in non-mutant seedlings. S24+Ca, Seedlings submerged for 24 h in the presence of 2 mM CaCl2; Air + EGTA, seedlings incubated aerobically in 2 mM EGTA; S2 + EGTA, seedlings submerged for 2 h in the presence of 2 mM EGTA. The glare in some control panels is due to light intensity adjustment to compensate the dark background caused by a lack of specific aniline blue staining. Scale bars = 50 μm.
The Cellular Redistribuition of SS Is Correlated with the Induction of Callose in the Anoxic Root Tip

One of the symptoms that is found to precede cell death in the O₂-deprived root tip is an induction of callose as early as 2 h (data not shown), which becomes intense by 24 h of submergence (Fig. 7A: S24). The appearance of callose and a progressive increase in its severity with prolonged anoxia (Fig. 7A) correlated with the kinetics of membrane localization of SS (Fig. 4C). The intensity of callose deposition decreased from the extreme tip toward the root axis, rarely being severe above the root hair zone (data not shown). Thus the spatial distribution of callose in the root was correlated with the pattern of membrane localization of SS (Fig. 4C). The intensity of callose deposition decreased from the extreme tip toward the root axis, rarely being severe above the root hair zone (data not shown).

As the sh1 mutant lacked membrane-localized SS (Fig. 5), we investigated if the callose accumulation is also affected in this mutant. As shown in Figure 7B, the sus1 mutant showed anoxic induction of dense callose deposits in the root tip (S24 panels). In contrast, the sh1 mutant showed much less callose in the anoxic root tip (Fig. 7C: S24). Furthermore, addition of Ca²⁺ to the submergence buffer substantially reduced callose in the non-mutant (Fig. 7D: S24 + Ca) or sus1 genotype (data not shown). On the contrary, addition of EGTA led to heavy callose induction in the root tip within 2 h of submergence and a mild induction even under aerobic incubation (Fig. 7D: S2 + EGTA and Air + EGTA). Taken together, treatments that favored the dephosphorylation and membrane localization of SS (e.g., anoxia and/or EGTA) also promoted callose deposition, whereas conditions allowing a cytosolic accumulation of the enzyme (sh1 mutation or Ca²⁺ supply) decreased callose.

Does Reduced Callose Induction in sh1 Mutants Mean Superior Submergence Tolerance?

If synthesis of callose is a symptom of cell death initiation (e.g., Wissemieier et al., 1987; Chen and Howlett, 1996), a decreased callose deposition in sh1 mutation should indicate reduced cell death and ultimately increased anoxia tolerance. This assumption was tested by measuring the submergence tolerance of non-mutant and mutant siblings in different sh1 alleles of maize differing also in their genetic background. The anoxia tolerance of the sus1 mutant is also provided for comparison (Table I). The sh1 mutations (in all genetic backgrounds) caused a slower shoot elongation rate compared with the non-mutant siblings and imposed a definite disadvantage during early seedling growth. Nevertheless, as shown in Table I, sh1 mutants were more tolerant to prolonged anoxia than their non-mutant siblings (also observed by K. Koch, personal communication) or the sus1 mutant. The roots in sh1 mutant showed increased survival and greater proliferation rate during post-submergence growth. This allowed the mutants to survive after longer periods of submergence (Table I; certain sh1 genotypes survived even after 96 h of submergence; data not shown).

DISCUSSION

Our initial studies showed that Ca²⁺-dependent phosphorylation of SS is an important early event in anoxic maize seedling roots (Fig. 1). However, the functional significance of this post-translational modification was not immediately obvious until Amor et al. (1995) presented evidence that the plasma membrane association of SS probably complexed with glucan synthases in developing cotton fibers. The authors proposed that this association of SS facilitates the on-site supply of UDP-Glc needed for the synthesis of cellulose and callose. Membrane association of SS in maize tissues has also been observed subsequently (Carlson and Chourey, 1996; Buckeridge et al., 1999). Based on these reports and our finding that anoxia induces callose synthesis in the root apices of anoxic maize roots we hypothesized that the phosphorylation changes may be involved in its cellular distribution and structural changes in anoxic seed-
lings. More recent studies showing that the phosphorylation status of SS may act as a switch in its partitioning between the cytosol and membranes (Winter et al., 1997) lent support to our hypothesis. In this report we tested the occurrence of this molecular shuttling in the roots of anoxic maize seedlings, as well as its significance at cellular and organismal level.

The results indicate that dephosphorylation and subsequent membrane localization of SS may be part of the early events that culminate in the death of anoxic root tip. Furthermore, this response is isoform-specific (predominantly to SH1), as indicated by our genetic analysis and is related to the differential anoxia tolerance of Sh1 recessive and dominant genotypes. The evidence is as follows: Under prolonged anoxia, there was a localized induction of SS protein (largely SH1) in the root tip. However, phospholabeling of SH1 drastically declined under prolonged anoxia (Fig. 2B). At the same time, a significant component of SS migrated to the membrane fraction, only in the root tip (Fig. 4), which spatially coincided with the pattern of callose deposition in the root. sh1 mutants (lacking SH1) showed only a minor induction of SUS1, mostly in the phosphoform (thus localized to the cytosol) and had less severe callose induction (Figs. 5 and 7, B and C). Ca2+ deprivation by EGTA repressed SS phosphorylation (data not shown), leading to its increased membrane association, as well as callose deposition (Figs. 6 and 7D). The genotype, O2, and Ca2+-dependent effects on SS distribution and callose induction correlated with tissue necrosis and seedling survival (Table I; data not shown). We have initiated ultrastructural and immunocytochemical studies to further elucidate the specific interaction of SS with membranes, which appears to trigger callose biosynthesis. It is not clear if mechanisms other than phosphorylation may also contribute to the cellular distribution of SS, as indicated by phospho-labeling of membrane-bound SS (Fig. 1D). However, short-term labeling experiments may not allow a definitive quantitative comparison between phosphorylation and membrane association.

The differing long- and short-term (as well as tissue-specific) responses of SS to anoxia may reflect the cellular ATP levels, among several other factors. The meristem and the elongation zone (“root tip”) have the greatest demand for O2 (Armstrong et al., 1991) and may become quickly depleted of ATP under an O2 deficit. The increase in the phospho-SS during the initial hours of anoxia (Fig. 1) suggests that a release of the substrate (and/or its kinase) from the membranes might occur under anoxia, predominantly in the root axis. This was evinced by a mild increase in the soluble component of SS in 2-h submerged seedlings with a concomitant decrease in the membrane fraction when root axes or whole roots were used for analysis (Figs. 3 and 4D). An increased sucrolytic activity due to the release of SS into the cytoplasm may favor greater energy supply through the fermentative pathway in O2-deprived tissues. Furthermore, the immediate cessation of growth in anoxic seedlings obviates a role for a membrane-associated component of SS in the synthesis of cell wall components.

On the other hand, the increased membrane association of SS in the root tip soon after submergence may facilitate the death of the root tissues by diverting the limited carbon resources into the synthesis of callose. A rapid elimination of the tip, a metabolically demanding, but soon to be non-functional sink, may prolong the survival of the root axis and the shoot under anoxic conditions. Our recent work shows that removal of the root tip before submergence improves the seedling tolerance to anoxia (Subbaiah et al., 2000; also see Zeng et al., 1999). However, in most maize genotypes we studied, the root tip death is a prolonged process during which the necrosis spreads into the root axis and leads to seedling mortality. The sh1 mutation with its decreased total sucrolytic activity confined only to the cytosol may allow a better survival of the root during anoxia, as manifested by a decreased callose accumulation and superior submergence tolerance of this genotype. Previous analysis using this mutant also suggests that the SH1 is not required for maintaining the fermentative pathway even under prolonged anoxia (Guglielmenetti et al., 1996). Nonetheless, it is intriguing that the inducible form of SS under anoxia (i.e. SH1) confers a definite disadvantage to the post-stress survival of maize seedlings. SS induction may have an adaptive advantage in such genotypes where it leads to a rapid killing of the root tip. In addition, the induction of SH1 may provide an advantage under anoxia in the later stages of maize development.

Our results indicate that in anoxic maize roots, an isoform-specific post-translational regulation of SS directs them to different cellular compartments and consequently to different metabolic pathways (i.e. the synthesis of callose mostly driven by the SH1, whereas the SUS1, being soluble, contributes mainly to the glycolytic pathway). Chourey et al. (1998) recently proposed that a similar functional dichotomy of SS isoforms may exist in the developing endosperm, in that the SH1 plays a dominant role in supplying the substrate to cellulose biosynthesis, whereas the SUS1 provides monomers primarily to starch biosynthesis. As indicated in the present studies, a differential phosphorylation and intracellular distribution may determine the distinctive roles of SS isozymes in the developing endosperm also. Taken together, the post-translational regulation of SS by reversible phosphorylation appears to play a critical role in the responses of maize cells to environmental and developmental cues.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Maize (Zea mays) Genotypes

The maize inbred line B73Ht was used in all experiments except when mutants were used. sh1-ref mutation was used in three different genetic backgrounds and the deletion mutant, sh1-bc1-x2, was also used for comparison. In all cases, sibling progeny of crosses between sh/sh and sh/Sh segregating 1:1 (mutant:non-mutant) were used. sus1 and SS double mutants were gifts from Dr. Prem Chourey. Segregating sh1 sus1: Sh1 sus1 were generated by crossing a double mutant line with a line homozygous for the sus1 mutant and selfing.

Plant Growth and Stress Treatments

Maize seedlings were grown as described previously (Subbaiah et al., 1994b). Seedlings used in the study had only the primary root (5–8 cm) and two small seminal roots (<10 mm). The terms “tip” and “axis” apply to the apical and distal portions of the primary root (Subbaiah et al., 2000). Anoxia was imposed by submerging the seedlings in “flooding buffer” or by incubating in an anaerobic chamber (Forma Scientific, Marietta, OH) as described in Subbaiah et al. (1994a). Results were similar with either treatment and hence the terms “submergence” and “anoxia” were used interchangeably.

32P Labeling Studies

For in vitro phospholabeling studies maize seedlings were incubated aerobically or submerged for 30 min to 2 h. Roots were excised in the anaerobic chamber and quickly frozen. The tissue was ground in Suc/Triton/EGTA buffer (50 mm Tris-Cl, pH 8.0, 0.3 mm Suc, 2% [w/v] Triton X-100, 1 mm EGTA, and protease inhibitors) and fractionated on diethylaminoethyl-cellulose. Endogenous kinase activities were assayed by incubation of fractions in 10 mm HEPES [4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid]-KOH, pH 7.5, 5 mm MgCl2, 1 mm CaCl2, and 0.5 μm γ-32P-ATP (0.01 μCi/assay). The reaction was terminated by boiling in SDS-containing sample buffer and the products were separated by acrylamide gel electrophoresis.

To separate membrane and soluble fractions, the tissue was ground in the STE buffer lacking Triton X-100. After clarifying the extract by centrifugation at 10,000 g for 5 min, microsomes were pelleted at 100,000 g for 90 min. The supernatant was considered as the soluble fraction. Protein was estimated using the Detergent-Compatible Protein Assay system (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA).

For in vivo labeling, five to six seedlings per treatment were incubated in 4 mL of sterile deionized water containing 0.5 mCi 32P, (400–800 mCi mL−1, carrier free), such that part of the root was covered by the solution. After 2 h of aerobic incubation sets of seedlings were transferred to the anaerobic chamber. The aerobic pre-incubation allowed an almost equal 32P incorporation among treatments. The duration of labeling was equal for aerobic and anoxic sets. Root tissue was collected at the indicated time points, rinsed briefly in 2 L of 100 mm Na2HPO4, pH 8.0, containing 5 mm EDTA and 1 mm EGTA, and snap-frozen in liquid N2. The frozen tissue was powdered in liquid N2 and extracted in 10 mm HEPES-KOH, pH 7.5, 220 mm Suc, 15 mm EDTA, 2 mm EGTA, 10 mm calcinein A, and protease inhibitors (Complete, Roche Molecular Biochemicals, Indianapolis). The clarified homogenate was separated into soluble and microsomal fractions by ultracentrifugation as described above. Trichloroacetic acid-precipitable proteins from an aliquot of each fraction were estimated and counted for radioactivity. Aliquots containing equal amount of protein were processed for immunoprecipitation of SS using monoclonal antisera that cross-react with both forms of SS (HL 253, a gift from Dr. Prem Chourey). Proteins were resuspended in radio-immunoprecipitation analysis buffer (Anderson and Blobel, 1983), precleared using preimmune serum and Pansorbin (Calbiochem, La Jolla, CA), and incubated with anti-SS antisera and Pansorbin. The immunoprecipitate was washed in radio-immunoprecipitation analysis buffer and resolved by SDS-PAGE.

Callose Staining

Roots were rapidly fixed under vacuum in 4% (w/v) formaldehyde buffered at pH 7.5 by 25 mm K2PO4. For callose detection the tissue was incubated in 0.1% (w/v) aniline blue (in 0.1 m K2PO4, pH 9), washed once in 50% (v/v) ethanol followed by three times in water, squashed, and viewed in a fluorescence microscope (model AH2-BT, Olympus Vanox Photomicroscope, Olympus Optical, Tokyo). The excitation was by 390 nm light from a xenon lamp and fluorescence was collected using a blue filter. The representative sections were photographed by a charge-coupled device video camera system (model VI-470, Optronics Engineering, Goleta, CA) and color video printer (model UP-3000, Mavigraph, Sony, Japan). The authenticity of callose staining was confirmed by immunological detection using callose-specific antibodies (BioSupplies Australia, Victoria, Australia). We could not quantify callose, as none of the published methods gave a complete or uniform extraction. The extractability varied among treatments, probably reflecting a variable extent of cell wall-integrated callose.

Gel Electrophoresis, Western Analysis, and Autoradiography

Protein samples were separated in a 6% to 10% linear gradient acrylamide gel in the presence of SDS. The gels were stained, dried, and autoradiographed or were processed for western analysis after electroblotting onto nitrocellulose. The blotted membrane was blocked and probed with monoclonal anti-SS antisera, followed by peroxidase-conjugated anti-mouse serum. The signal was developed by chemiluminescence (Super Signal Chemiluminescence Substrate, Pierce, Rockford, IL.). Protein electrophoresis data (after digitization) was analyzed using an NIH Image program available on the public domain. The band inten-
sities were subtracted from background and integrated with areas. Each figure shown in the manuscript is a representative of three different experiments with less than 10% variability.

Submergence Tolerance Tests

Maize seedlings were submerged and post-submergence survival, as well as growth, was measured as described earlier (Subbaiah et al., 1994b).
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